Abstract: This article attempts to provide some explanation for the variety of sun -'stars', shamsa in shabaka geometric designs by looking at some of the Koranic references and metaphysical works concerning Light and light, Sun and sun, Reality and phenomena. These designs became increasingly employed from the XI th c. onwards over a wide variety of surfaces and media, and can be understood as representing the Lights-Suns of the Veil of Light(s) that separates the 'Face' of the Almighty from all else. The exposure to the Word in the Mushaf with the ayet being separated by a depiction of a shamsa, a little sun, with the Real Sun being the Light of the Absolute, the combination of the Word and the Light, rooted these sun-sunburst centred designs within Islam.
"God is the light of the heavens and the earth. His light may be compared to a niche that enshrines a lamp, the lamp within a crystal of star-like brilliance. It is lit from a blessed olive tree neither eastern nor western. Its very oil would almost shine forth, though no fire touched it. Light upon light; God guides to His light whom He will. God speaks in
The Object of his worship seen with truth, he washed his eyes from everything besides. His eyes in no direction rested there whence salutation, left or right he heard. Below, above, before, behind, left, right, were one direction and the six were gone. " Direction's" unknown to "directionless": he left "direction" for "Directionless". When the "Directionless" with fierceness flames, "direction" and the world both took to flight. Until the eyes inveil "direction 's" 'rāf, 7:143) . "And when We shook the Mount above them as it were a covering, and they supposed that it was going to fall upon them (and We said) : Hold fast to that which We have given you, and remember that which is therein, that ye may ward off (evil)" 7:171) . As, relatedly: "If We had caused this Qur'ān to descend upon a mountain, thou (O Muhammad) verily hadst seen it humbled, rent asunder by the fear of Allah" (Holy Koran, 59:21) .
It was from this understanding, that the first thing that was created from the darkness of nonexistence by the Almighty was light, (Eg., Bierman, 1998, 82 ; stemming from the hadith: "the first thing that God created was light.") and it was in consequence of this that Ibn Sina (980-1037) in his Kitābu'l-Ishārāt identified the Aristotelian 'Aql, the Prime Reason, with the Light of Allah, with reference to Sura 24:35; as later in the XIII th c. Jelal ad-Din Rumi would write, "Light is the First Cause, and every secondary cause its shadow" (Dīwān-i Shams-i Tabrīzī, l. 525).
Abu Nasr, 'Abd Allah b. ) made reference to this light in the 'Book of Flashes' of the title and in the text of his Kitab al-luma' fi al-tasawwuf (He cites the comment by Yusuf b. al-Husayn on the Tradition, "Beware of the sagacity of the true believer, for he sees by the light of God" Nicholson, 1914, 63) and wrote in Chapter CXLVII:
"Concerning those who err in respect of illumination (al-anwār). There are some who assert that their hearts are illuminated by divine light the light of gnosis and unification and majesty --and this light they declare to be uncreated. They commit a grave error, since all the lights that can be perceived and known are created, whereas the light of God does not admit of description or definition and cannot be comprehended by human knowledge.
The correct meaning of the light in the heart is knowledge, derived from God, of the criterion (furqān), which the commentators on Kor. 8, 23 interpret as "a light put in the heart in order that thereby truth may be distinguished from falsehood" (Nicholson, 1914, 117-118) . For Abu Nasr's view concerning the belief that the spirit is part of the essential light of God, and that the spirit was made from light, were manifestly erroneous doctrines and were the result of forbidden speculation (Kor. 17:87) , see, Nicholson, 1914, CLII, 120-121 ; also see, Al-An 'ām 6:122) .
Abu Hamid al-Ghazāli (1058-1111) wrote in the third chapter of his Miskhāt al-Anwār (The Niche of Lights):
"Concerning the meaning of the Prophet's words: "God has seventy veils of light and darkness; were He to lift them, the august glories of His face would burn up everyone whose eyesight perceived Him" ( Al-Ghazali, 1998, 44) (Al-Ghazali, 1998, 51) ; that is, all would be extinguished, all the hierarchies of the reflections of the First Light, if this Veil of Light should be lifted to expose the Face of the Almighty.
… "Therefore, they have turned their faces…to Him who originates the heavens, originates the farthest celestial bodies, and originates the one who commands moving the heavens. They have arrived at an existent thing that is incomparable with everything that their sight had perceived. Hence, the august glories of His face -the First, the Highest, burn up everything perceived by the sights and insights of the observers. Thus, they find Him too holy for and incompatible with all that we described earlier."
As likewise, Farid ud-Din Attar (c. 1120 Attar (c. -1220 wrote:
"If the veil which hides the mysteries from our eyes should fall, nothing would be left in the world. All visible forms would be reduced to nothing" (Attar, 1978, 64) .
As likewise later Mevlana Jelal ad-Din Rumi (1207-73) related:
"If the Sun (Allah), by whom this world is illuminated, should approach a little (nearer), all will be burned" (See Mathnavi, Bk. 1, 141, the "Naked Sun", that is the Tremendous, the Face of the Almighty that extinguishes-destroys all that pass beyond the Veil, such through analogy is termed fanā, annihilation, to be burnt, the yandım of the expression: hamdım, piştim, yandım/unripe, cooked, burnt.).
The spiritual aspect of light, in this case represented by the light of the shadow-play, had been earlier mentioned by Omar Khayyam (c. 1048 Khayyam (c. -1126 , with the "Master of the Show" being the term employed in this ruba'i in Mehdi Aminrazavi's 2007 translation, to (Fitzgerald, 1970, ruba'i, No. 46) .
With the distinction clearly drawn by Omar Khayyam in this ruba'i between the Sunilluminated Lantern and the Master of the Show (Allah), that is, the Veil of Light and that which lies behind this veil; and also distinguishing between the sun, of the āfilin, of those that set, as also of the name of the Koran Sura Al-'Asr (Chapter 103, The Declining Day), with that true Sun which does not set; as also the relative darkness of this temporal world, at night lit up at times by the moon of reflected sunlight, in comparison with the imaginal world (For the Imaginal World as described by Ibn 'Arabi see, Burckhardt, 1989, 12-16) , that world of light without shadows and of the worlds' lying beyond the imaginal world, the light upon light of the Angels and the Veil, and seems through the use of the word "midnight" to describe the darkness of the temporal setting lit by the temporal sun.
His contemporary Abu Hamid al-Ghazāli (1058-1111) wrote extensively in his Miskhāt alAnwār (The Niche of Lights) composed towards the end of his life (Al Ghazali, 1998, XVII) upon light and colour in worldly-temporal terms as being something of a reflection -a similitude of the non-temporal world of dominion, and also upon the source of Light itself, of which we have in the temporal world a pale reflection in the light of the sun and stars and a paler reflection still of the light of the sun in the moonlight, the Light being the Veil of Light(s) concealing the Face of the Almighty, "In other words, from God the secondary causes of existent things descend into the visible world, while the visible world is one of the effects of the world of dominion. The visible world comes forth from the world of dominion just as the shadow comes forth from the thing that throws it, the fruit comes forth from the tree, and the effect comes forth from the secondary cause. The keys to knowledge of effects are found only in their secondary cause. Hence, the visible world is a similitude of the world of dominion -as will be mentioned in the clarification of the niche, the lamp, and the tree" (Al-Ghazali, 1998, 12 , an astoundingly beautiful commentary of the Koran Sura, 24. 35, Al Nur, of the niche, the lamp, and the tree).
"…the light nearest the First Source is more worthy of the name "light" because it is highest in level. The way to perceive a similitude of this hierarchy in the visible world is to suppose that moonlight enters through a window of a house, falls upon a mirror attached to a wall, is reflected from the mirror to an opposite wall, and turns from that wall to the earth so as to illuminate it. You know that the light on the earth comes from that on the wall, the light on the wall from that in the mirror, the light on the mirror from that in the moon, and the light in the moon from the light in the sun, since light shines from the sun onto the moon. These four lights are ranked in levels such that some are higher and more perfect than others. Each one has a "known station" and a specific degree which it does not overstep" (Al Ghazali, 1998, 14) . (Al Ghazali, 1998, 20 (Al Ghazali, 1998, 27 . It may be that it is this matter of the nature of reflections, that means that for some Shii'ites the pilgrimage is legally voided by looking at oneself in a mirror during the course of it, see, Peters, 1994, 119) .
"There are in the world of dominion noble and high luminous substances called "angels." Lights effuse from these angels upon human spirits, and because of these lights these angels may be called "lords"-that is why God is "Lord of the lords" (The Divine Names are described as lords by Ibn 'Arabi, eg. Schimmel, 1978, 270 ; but Al Ghazali's use of the term 'lords -arbāban' to identify and describe these gradations of light-angels in this work, within the perspective of the Holy Koran, 'Imrān 3:80 "And he commanded you not that ye should take the angels and the prophets for lords. Would he command you to disbelieve after ye had surrendered (to Allah)?", is noteworthy.). These angels have diverse levels in their luminosity. Hence, it is appropriate for their similitude in the visible world to be the sun, the moon and the stars" (Al Ghazali, 1998, 27 God'" (Al Ghazali, 1992, 46 (Ghazzalī, 1986, 22) .
At the court of Sultan Salāh ad-Dīn Ayyūbi (1169-93), where one of the sultan's wives was named Shamsa, the mother of 'Uthmān and Ya'qūb (Cameron, Lyons, & Jackson 1997, 135) , a shadow-play performance was watched by both the Sultan and by al-Qadi al-Fadil, with the Sultan's Vizier explaining the meaning of the performance to the Sultan in these words:
"What I have seen carries with it a weighty lesson; I have seen kingdoms come and go, and when the curtain was rolled up, lo! The mover of all was only One" (Arnold, 1965, 15-16 . This can also be read as addressing the matter of the illusion of reality and the Reality of the Absolute, concerning tawhīd, of which reflection in a subtle sense as from the possibilities comes the relative reality of this universe and world. The degree and nature of the illusion is likewise a subtle matter, its understanding, the difference between al-wahda al-mutlaqa of Ibn Sab'in (d. 1270) and Ibn ' Arabi's wahdat al-wujūd) .
Al-Qadi al-Fadil's remark not only indicates that the shadow play in the XII th century was regarded by some at least of the audience as carrying in its very form a religious meaning that is fundamental to Islam, the form of the shadow-play itself representing tawheed, Oneness or Unity, Holy Koran, Sura At-Tauhid, The Unity, 112, "Say: He is Allah, the One! Allah, the eternally besought of all! He begatteth not nor was begotten. And there is none comparable unto Him", with al-Qadi al-Fadil remarking to the Sultan that, "the mover of all" represented by the light from the light source of the shadow-play was "only One", implying that the light source of the shadow play was thus a similitude of the Light of the Veil of the Almighty, of which the sun of daylight remains but a distant pale reflection. Razavi 1997 , 1, while Schimmel, 1978 , gives 1153, suggesting he was probably killed at some point in his twenties or thirties, b. 1170? executed in 1191 by order of Salāh ad-Dīn. A consequence it is suggested of his suspected Isma'ili associations-influence, see for example, Razavi, 1997, 15 , in respect to his "seven bodies" and in his use of the word hayākıl in the title of his book, hayākıl al-Nūr, ' The Shape of Light', and in respect to Salāh adDīn's engagements with the contemporary 'Philosopher Kings' as represented by the Fatimid Caliphs and by the leader of the Isma'ilis, with the proximity of Shihab al-Din Suhrawardī to Salāh ad-Dīn's son, Prince of Aleppo, and with the allegation that some of Suhrawardī 's followers addressed him as, Abū'l-Futūh Rasūl Allāh, 'Prophet of God' (Razavi, 1997, 4) , which led to Salāh ad-Dīn's order for Suhrawardī's execution in the context of the temporally threatening onset of the Third Crusade of 1191and of on-going Isma'ili activity that had already included: in 1175 the first attempt on Salāh ad-Dīn's life outside Aleppo when 13 Assassins struck the leader of the jihad against the Crusaders. They were sent from the Assassin stronghold of Mashaf in the Nusairi Mountains of Syria west of Hama, held by the Assassins since 1140, by Rashid al-Din Sinan in a contract killing paid for by al-Salih of Aleppo. Khumartekin of Bu Qubais, amongst others, was killed defending Salāh ad-Dīn. Salāh ad-Dīn wrote to his nephew and Governor of Egypt, Farruk Shah Izzal-Din Da'ud b. Shahanshah b. Ayyub, to be on his guard sleeping and waking, by day and night, at rest or journeying: he should only employ men whose religious faith he knew or who were guaranteed by those who had reason to fear the consequences of treachery, for "the knives have been distributed and large sums of money shared out amongst the Assassins." ; and again in 1176 on the 22 nd May, in a second attempt on Salāh ad-Dīn's life at the siege of A'zaz, where he was stabbed but survived and the 3 Assassins were cut down. As a result Salāh ad-Dīn's tent was protected with a stockade, he would not talk to anybody whom he did not recognize, and when he rode out, if he saw anyone in his entourage he did not recognize he had them removed from his vicinity. It is evident that the visual climate in Aleppo within which Shihāb ud-Dīn as-Suhrawardī moved, already resonated with the importance of the Light and the Veil, given the quantity and prominence in the use of these designs on works commissioned somewhat earlier under Sultan Nūr ad-Dīn (1147-74), who played an important part through his commissions in the early emphasis upon the type of shabaka -lattice and star-sun pattern in XII th c. Syria. This serving not simply as a reminder of the ruler's own name, but representing the veil of light, although the origin of these patterns may well have been within the Caliphal centre at Bagdad associated with the then ruling Shii'ite Buyids, although not being necessarily Shii'ite in origin, and dating perhaps from around the start of the XI th c.) identified the Absolute with the Quranic name nūr (light) (Seemingly combining the Veil with that which is Veiled, that which is veiled being the Absolute, rather than the veil itself being the Absolute, Ahmad Ghazzalī, Sawānih Inspirations from the World of Pure Spirits, The Oldest Persian Sufi Treatise on Love. Trans. N. Pourjavady, KPI, London, 1986, 4) and his main theories have been summarised by S. H. Nasr as: (Nasr, 1963, 69; cited in Schimmel, 1978, 261) .
"The Essence of the First Absolute Light, God, gives constant illumination, whereby it is manifested and it brings all things into existence, giving life to them through its rays. Everything in the world is derived from the Light of His essence and all beauty and all perfection are the gift of His bounty, and to attain fully to this illumination is salvation"
Suhrawardī Maqtūl thereby combining the Veil of Light with the essence of the Almighty, God being described as the Essence of the First Absolute Light, a conflation present neither earlier, in for example Omar Khayyam or Abu Hamid Al-Ghazali, nor later in Ibn ' Arabi's writing, and Suhrawardī says the Absolute is the Koranic Name Nūr (Ghazzalī, 1986, 4 , while Ahmad Ghazzali associates the Absolute Reality with Love). -Light, thereby seemingly limiting the Absolute Reality. There may have been problems within an Islamic context with this conflation made by Shihāb ud-Dīn as-Suhrawardī in terms of its understanding, in part, from the fact that the radiant light was that of Iblis before his rebellion, the Angel sometimes named 'Azāza'īl (Holy Koran, Al-Baqarah, 2:34. Re, 'Azāza'īl, see Halm, 2001, 82 , and for a possible indication of this thinking and of the use of the word 'az'azel, see Leviticus, 16, eg., Feinberg, 1958, 325, where it is said be related to the Arabic 'azala, to remove, but in the Syriac version it is pronounced 'azaza'il, and interpreted as a name for the archangel Michael, while in the apocryphal Book of I, Enoch 6:7; 9:6; 10:4-6, Azazel is portrayed as the leader of the fallen angels. Feinberg, 1958, 332 (qidam al-ashya) .", Nicholson, 1914, 96 , as the Divine Name and the term al-azal, both mean that which has the status of existing without a beginning, that is, the pre-eternal. For remarks qualifying this, as matters of fact concerning early Isma'ili Gnosticism, rather than concerning the received perception within an environment antagonistic to this particular way of thinking, see Daftary, 2007, 136-7) , and, given the problematic conflation made by Suhrawardī, its understanding could in the eyes of some, seem to more resemble a continuation of Zoroastrianism, Dualism and its various offspring than Islam, but God knows best its merits.
Muhyid Din Ibn 'Arabi (1165 'Arabi ( -1240 wrote of the metaphysics of light, of sight and of insight (Reference is made to the importance of ibn Arabi's work by S. Ögel, 1994, 100-103 , however the emphasis is upon the universalist cosmos in his drawings representing the metaphysics of the universe and of 'stars' and of the Turkish tent as a cosmic representation, Light and the Veil of Light was not itself the focus, and as these design types occur more than a century earlier and Syrian designer-architects were active in Seljuk territory during the first decades of the XIII th c., and presumably familiar with these designs from the buildings commissioned under Nūr al-Din from the mid-XII th c., his contribution would seem to have been made in the spread of the metaphysics of Light and Unity within the Seljuk realm early in the XIII th century, rather than any influence at the design level): (Arabi, 2000, 50 , citing his Mashāhid al-Asrār, p. 39. One may continue with modern physics and the analogy of known matter and that which is invisible and termed dark matter, of which physicists comprehend much of the mass of the universe apparently consists, that is dark energy plus dark matter, forming in total, 95.1% of the content of the universe, but which is itself invisible to us as it does not interact with electromagnetic radiation; as also with the matter and light bending (gravitational lensing) and absorbing characteristics of 'black holes' in this universe, like the fact of gravity bending lightstarlight as it passes through the gravitational field of the Sun, first verified in 1919 during a total solar eclipse over Brazil.).
Reminding in a sense of Ibn 'Arabi's description of the Mohammadan Reality of the Prophet as, "the untarnished mirror of divine perfections" (Addas, 2000, 23) that, "When he appeared, he was like the sun in which all light is lost…" (Addas, 2000, 22) .
It seems perhaps that this is how night and day (black and white) are equal for those who are of the Company of Light (sāhibu'n-nūr), when in the darkness of night there is the Light of Revealing and behind/beyond/within this brilliant light there is at its innermost part, mirrored by the suwaidā, the small black spot in the human heart, the Dark Light, within which nothing other than It exists but which Itself is not visible. It seems it was possibly this Reality which can be understood as being what Farid ud-Din 'Attar was addressing in his words, "With good fortune you will see the Sun in the shadow." (Attar, 1978, 31-2) , that is, the Light of the Truth within the shadows of the darkness of the temporal world, which has its source within the Light of the Veil, within the Dark Light before the Absolute (In former times the closest commonly experienced approximation to the experience of the Dark Light of the Absolute was experienced with a total eclipse of the sun. For his statement on passing the sidrat al-muntahā, 'I became nothing but light… ' Addas, 1993, 156) ; as likewise, "Even though they are in nature's darkness, they are with a light (nūr), illuminating the darkness, due to the existence of contemplation" (Shamash, 2000, 49) .
The Sura Al-Qasas, The Story, 28:88 that states: "Everything is perishing except His face", is related as: "All things shall perish except Himself", by Ibn Arabi, and as, "when what has never been disappears, and what has never ceased to be remains" (Addas, 2000 , 58, 79, citing Shaykh Ansārī d. 1089 with, 'what has never ceased to be' being the Face of the Almighty and 'what has never been', being all that is other than this.
The attention devoted to the matter of this True 'Light' is reflected in the titles given to important works, by Abu Nasr 'Abd Allah b. 'Ali al-Sarraj in the X th c. and which includes for example: Najm al-Dīn Dāya Razi (1177-1256) who entitled the seventeenth chapter of his Merṣād al -'ebād men al-mabdā' elā'l-ma'ād Shamsu'ddin (the Sun of the Religion), the sun of the fourth heaven (the sun that lights this world) drew in its head (hid itself for shame)" (Rumi, 1982, Bk. 1, 116-123) .
He also wrote: "His (the Almighty's) veil-making = (that is the creation of phenomena)" (Rumi, 1982 , Bk. VI, 2883 . In the sense not only that the creation of phenomena, the veil, both conceals its Maker, Al-Baatin (The Hidden), but also the veil indicates because of its existence the existence of the Maker of this veiling Az-Zaahir (The Manifest); but also that through the light from the Veil of Light the worlds and this world of phenomena become manifest as veils. As for example he clearly expresses when he writes of the world of archetypes and of their reflection/descent through the imaginal and into the temporal world: (Rumi, 1982 , VI, 2104 Chittick, 1983) .
And:
Love like a tower of lightInside the tower of lightwhat a fire!" (Schimmel, 2001, 107 (Rumi, 1977, XIII) .
When it becomes clear of images, all images are contained in it. No man's face is ashamed of that clear-faced one. Wouldst thou have a clear mirror, behold thyself therein, For it is not ashamed or afraid of telling the truth. Since the steel face gained this purity by discrimination, What needs the heart's face, which has no dust? But betwixt the steel and the heart is this difference, That one is the keeper of secrets, while the other is not"
That is, when the heart becomes so polished it just reflects the Light, there is no room in that mirror for any form, but the secrets of the Almighty are secrets kept.
On the colours of the spiritual worlds and the shadows of this temporal world:
"When you see the leaves of your spirit yellow and black, how do you not know the anger of the King? The King's Sun in the (Zodiacal) sign of reproach, makes faces black as pieces of roast meat. Our souls are leaves for that Mercury (to write on): that white and black (writing) is our standard (criterion).
Again he writes a patent in red and green, that (our) spirits may be delivered from melancholy and despair. Red and Green are Spring's cancellation (of winter); in regard (to their significance) they are like the (coloured) lines of the rainbow" (Rumi, 1982 , Bk. II, l. 1596 -1600 .
"When you make a veil out of yellow glass, you will see the sun's light as yellow.
Break those blue and yellow glasses so that you may discern the man from the dust" (Mathnawi, Bk. 1, 3958-9). (Chittick, 1983, Dīwān-i Shams-i Tabrīzī, l. 20395) . "Although the wall casts a long shadow, (yet at last) the shadow turns back again towards it" (Mathnawi, R. A. Nicholson, Bk. I, l. 214. For some further references to the matter of shadows, see Duggan, 2011, 83-92) .
"You are your own shadow -become annihilated in the rays of the Sun! How long will you look at your shadow? Look also at His Light!"
The ghazal No. XII in the earliest translation of Rumi' s Dīwān-i Shams-i Tabrīzī into English by R. A. Nicholson in 1898 also speaks of this matter, but since it doesn't occur in the earliest surviving texts of the Dīwān-i Shams-i Tabrīzī, it's thought to be a subsequent interpolation (There are seven ghazals, Nos. IV, VIII, XII, XVII, XXXI, XXXIII, and XLIV in Rumi (1898) 1977, that are not in the earliest surviving manuscript copies of the Divan and so are thought by scholars not to be by Rumi, although one may feel these were later interpolations of own Rumi's verse into the Dīwān-i Shams-i Tabrīzī, or were written by someone who had tasted of this same matter): (Shah, 2000, 153 (Rumi, 1977, XII, 47 ' (Ibn Qayyim, al-Jawziyya, 2004, 61-2) .
"Every form you see has its archetype in the placeless world (al-falak alatlas, the imaginal world)

The Visual Representation of the Veil of Lights
The visual depiction of what can be understood as being a representation of the Veil of Lights of the Almighty within the world of Islam unsurprisingly first occurs in the recording in script of the text of the Holy Koran, in the repeated sunbursts-şemse-shamsa or 'little suns'-rosette devices, often in gold or silver or of yellow paint, employed to mark the divisions in the text between the individual ayet.
These sunbursts were certainly employed from the late VIII th -IX th c. onwards, if not earlier (Given the present confusion over the dating of early Koran pages, the date of the earliest use of a shamsa-sunburst divider is presently unclear. The Koran which the Caliph Osman is reported to have been reading at the time of his murder in h. 23/644 A.D., today in the T.S.M. Inv. No. H.S. 32 (Hırka-i Saadet Dairesi) Istanbul, has shamsa-sunburst ayet dividers drawn in ink often with 3 red dots around the centre). (Fig. 1) . In consequence, the illuminated parchment Koran folio, or the later paper Koran page, presents the eye with the measured combination of both The Word and The Light, the flashes of light marking the end of each ayet, largely a feature of those mushaf which were made for recitation and display(A distinct type of Early Koran in Wheelan's typology, Type 1, see, Blair, 2006, 111) . In the case of the IX th -X th c. Blue Koran, silver rosettes (formerly reflecting white, like stars, but now oxidized, reconstruction Fig. 2 ) to indicate the divisions between the individual ayet written in gold, and also employed in a gold circle to mark each group of twenty ayet set against the void of blue. These sunbursts-şemse-shamsa-rosette devices were also at times employed to add emphasis to a particular ayet (Eg. Holy Koran, lisrā, 17:9, "Lo! this Qur'an guideth unto that which is straightest, and giveth tidings unto the believers who do good works that theirs will be a great reward.", and Holy Koran, l-isrā, 17:82, "And We reveal of the Qur'an 
that which is a healing and a mercy for believers though it increase the evil-doers in naught save ruin").
Given the importance of the Holy text and of its appearance it seems reasonable to suggests that its visual appearance had significant consequences extending far beyond the illuminated page itself, and it is entirely unsurprising that in a poem by the blind poet of Bagdad known as Ali ibn Abi Talib written during the civil war between al-Amin and al- , the Holy Koran was described as the 'Book of Light', (Recorded as it is such, in terms of both its content, it being described by the Almighty as such: "O mankind! Now hath a proof from your Lord come unto you, and We have sent down unto you a clear light" (Holy Koran, An-Nisâ, 4:174), and, from its visual appearance, with the pages of a mushaf carrying more than six-thousand depictions of little suns-sunbursts-shamsa (In some cases approximately 6,200 times if the Bism Allāh al-Rahmān al-Rahīm at the start of a sura was regarded as and counted as an ayet and so its end is marked with a shamsa-şemse, otherwise the shamsa-şemse is depicted approximately 6,100 times).
It may have been in part from the physical appearance of these pages recording the Word, marked by these sunbursts of light (Fig. 3) This paper suggests that the illuminated pages of the Holy Koran were understood as being a representation of the Veil(s) of Light(s) -with the measure and proportion of the calligraphic script of the Word based upon the width of the cut kalem nib, separated by the flashing sunbursts of the light, and, as with the Abbasid introduction of the mosque tower-minaret to clearly mark and to distinguish the sole Abbasid congregational mosque in a city between 772 and 825 (see Bloom, 2013, 73, 96-111) , with the lighting devices that were attached to it and with its sunlight reflecting surfaces (For the importance of light from the minaret by night and day, from oil lamps and from reflected light respectively, see Duggan, 2013) , the emphasis upon light as a symbol was clearly articulated in the Abbasid urban environment by the IX th -XI th c. across the territory of the Abbasid Caliphate, which included the production at Basra of lustre painted pottery and the spread through exports of this lustre painted pottery from the IX th c. to the late X th c. (Watson, 2004, 38) , with noted influence also in some designs employed with those of manuscript illuminations (Watson, 2004, 183 , and Cat. Nos. E4, E5, E11), then lustre production moved to Fatimid Egypt from the late X th to the late XII th c. and then to Syria from the mid-XII th c. to 1258 and within Seljuk territory at Kashan from the late XII th until the mid-XIV th c. (Watson, 2004, 40) ; and the related technique in its effect, of applying gold leaf to tilework, as on the revetments of hexagonal turquoise-green tiles as in the Karatay Medrese, Konya of 1251, together with the production of lustre painted 8 pointed sunburst tiles as at the palaces of Kubadabat and Aspendos under Seljuk Sultans in the XIII th century.
This emphasis upon Light-light was repeated and echoed in the development of, and through the first use and the increasing employment during the period from the XI th c. onwards, of shabaka-(girih) geometric designs (Y. Tabbaa, writes of this form of surface patterning: "Combining the purity and austerity of geometric principles with the celestial allusions of star patterns, geometric ornament reflected the ordered universe, whose atomistic and occasionalistic structure was created and sustained by divine intervention, and stimulated passion for the divine creator " Tabbaa, 2001 , 101, although it seems this form of surface patterning may be more related to the depiction of the Veil of Light as a design, than necessarily to be alluding to celestial matters, or as being as directly associated with the Sunni Asharite atomistic and occasionalistic structure of the universe as has been suggested by Y. Tabbaa as the reasons for its design. Likewise, if this type of design with sunbursts-stars is understood as being rooted in and mentally associated with the visual appearance of the pages of the Koran and as representing a form of the Veil of Lights, then some greater degree of precision can be brought to the essentialist view that this type of pattern represents "an extremely direct expression of the Divine Unity underlying the inexhaustible variety of the world… 'unity in multiplicity ' (alwahdah fi 'l-kathrah) , the same as 'multiplicity in unity ' (al-kathrah fi 'l-wahdah) . " Burckhardt, 1976, 63 . In respect to the use of the term shabaka, a net, rather than girih, see Tabbaa, 2001, fn. 16, 183) , in particular, those designs with representations of the sun and sunbursts/or 'stars' (The modern terminological distinction drawn between the sun-sunburst and a star of a design seems in many cases to be a quite arbitrary if now standard distinction. It is quite another matter however if what are described today as a 5, 6 or 8 pointed stars were formerly understood as being stars, or rather were understood as being types of, and reminders of the True Sun, the Light of Truth, that is, shamsa-şemse, a little sun, as for example the cut-tile 5 pointed figures at the centre of the lunettes over the windows on either side of the entrance to the türbe of the Sultan Keykavas hospital of 1219-20 at Sivas, their description as stars seems indeed to be very doubtful. G. Öney, refers to the Great Seljuk and Rum Seljuk 8 pointed palace tiles as 'stars tiles ', Öney, 1987, 20-21, 48 , even when they are painted in luster, as does R. Arık, 'Insan yüzlü güneş tasvir edilen yıldız çini. Lüster', Arık, 2000, 132, as likewise 85, 91, 99, 106, 154, 161; while Y. Tabbaa, 2001 mentions the 'celestial allusions of star patterns. ', Tabbaa 2001, 101 , associating these designs with stars rather than suns, as likewise the so called 'star' Uşak carpets etc. Having written an article on these 8-pointed palace tiles, where following the modern terminology they are described as '8 pointed star tiles, ' Duggan, 2006 , passim, I believe I have swallowed a 6 legged spider, as it seems this form was almost certainly in the XII th and XIII th centuries understood as representing-reminding of the sun, and the light of the sun, and thereby of The Sun and The Light, and so was understood to be a shamsa, not a najmah, a star. In modern astronomy the earth orbits the sun, which in scientific terms is classified as a G2V star: a main-sequence dwarf star of moderate temperature, classified with other stars in the universe, if being a great deal closer to the earth. However, that the brightness of a star in the heart put into darkness the suns in the heavens is recorded when, for example Jelal ad-Din Rumi describes, "Suddenly in my bosom, a star shone clear and bright; All the suns of heaven Vanished in that star 's light.") , of "rosettes", shamsa -little suns, of angels in the form of lights -sunbursts, "Each one has a "known station" and a specific degree which it does not overstep." (Al Ghazali, 1998, 14) , depicted within the geometrically defined spaces between the interlace of the lattice, designs that can be understood as representing not just a geometric pattern, but of patterns which were deliberately designed to recall this Veil of Lights, providing visual remembrance, Dhikr for the eye and heart and mind of the aware, for the awake.
The articulation of these sunburst-'star'-shamsa designs on works produced from the XI th c. onwards, reflecting, as is suggested above, the importance of the Veil of Light(s), formed a characteristic design type of this period and these designs were employed over a wide range of surfaces in a variety of materials, these serving visually as a reminder within this temporal world of the Veil(s) of Lights of the Almighty. It may have been the case that the change from the Koran written in Kufi on the page to that in the more legible cursive proportioned script 'of assimilated geometry' (Tabbaa, 2002, 47) drew further attention to these sunburst-textual markers, and so, in a sense through these references to the Holy and legitimising text, to add, through the use of these sunburst-'star' designs on the surfaces of a minbar, a mihrāb, a door, a portal or on domes, a visual reminder of the Light of the Absolute, of that light of a quite different nature, as also to carry an implicit reminder of the mushaf.
In consequence of the importance given to this understanding, of the Veil of Light before the Face of the Almighty, described by numerous influential figures throughout the XI th to XIII th centuries and stemming from the accounts of Light/light and of the Veil of Light recorded in both the Koran and hadith, and articulated in a sense throughout the built environment through the spread of tower minarets, and their lights marking the night and its sky of stars like moons and suns, it seems to be quite within the realm of the possible that the 'veil' or shabaka-net of decoration containing, and built around the sun-shamsa-rosette (frequently divided into 8 segments of a sunburst, a geometric form formed through the rotation of a superimposed square upon a square, and a reminder for example of the 8 points of the sajdah: forehead, nose, hands, knees and toes), or the sun and 'stars' within this framework of geometric patterns, becomes increasingly widespread in their employment over a variety of surfaces, serving as a reminder, like the shamsa-rosette in the mushaf, of the Light of the Almighty in this world.
It seems that these sun-shamsa-'star' patterns were first developed in association with the decoration of the mushaf during the first decades of the XI th c. and had spread by the late XI th c. onto architectural surfaces, wıth, in the eastern Islamic world the ornamental skin of hazār baf, "began to give way by the late eleventh century to a more advanced geometric style mainly characterised by the use of overlaid strap-work and complex star patterns." (Tabbaa, 2002, 78) ; although it seems probable that the used of these designs spread more rapidly outward from Bagdad than the late XI th c.
It is found employed in illuminated Koran manuscripts from the XI th c. onwards (1036) ( . Eşrefoğlu minber 1297-9, detail of sunburst on minbar (from Fırat, 1996) On the doorway of the Ayyubid Palace on the citadel of Aleppo c. 1210), han and caravanserai, in Bagdad, Ayyubid Syria and subsequently in Seljuk Anatolia (Fig.9 ) (Eg. On the stone portal of the Divriği Külliyesi Şifahâne 1228-9, of the Sırçalı Medrese, Konya of 1242; on the portal of the 1231-6 Sultanhan on the Kayseri-Sivas road), on metalwork (Eg. Melikian-Chirvani, 1994, Figs. 150, 153) , in cut-tile mosaic work ( Fig. 10) Ögel, 1994, 99) Alaeddin Mosque Konya, and the 5 pointed sunbursts-'stars' carved in the panel above the door on the Şifahane at Divriği.), like the star-like -sunburst motif struck on XII th c. Ayyubid coinage (Eg. Balog, 1958, 303, 423, 586; YK 14246 (of 1185 YK 14246 (of -6), 14301 (1193 , 14311 (1204) (YKB Col. Inv. No. 8987, 8988) , which were in all probability, all designed and were deliberately employed to bring to mind, that wonder that the sun-rosette-moon-star within and forming the shabaka the net, the lattice-kafes of this design can be understood to represent, "Each one has a "known station" and a specific degree which it does not overstep" (Al Ghazali, 1998, 14) , like the more than 6,000 sunburst-rosettes between individual ayet of varying length on the pages of the Koran, and to thereby recall to the viewer both the Veil of Light and the mushaf; as also of the worlds within worlds illuminated by this Divine Light and, excepting for the 'Face' of the Almighty, al-azal, of the ultimate unreality of all that is, has been, and will be brought into existence.
It seems for example probable that a representation of the Veil of Lights, of ayet and shamsa, was what the designer intended to express through the blue background, repeat pattern of white lattice of pseudo text and red 8 pointed sunbursts-'stars' in the design on the field of the Seljuk carpets TİEM, İst. Inv. No. 685 (Fig. 13) ; on the Mevlana Museum Inv. No. 867, fragment, carrying this same design but with a red field and blue-black lattice of pseudo text (Fig. 14) ; and also the design on a Seljuk carpet fragment from Beyşehir which can be understood as a reworking of this theme of Veil of Lights, of ayet and shamsa, Word and Light, consisting of 8 pointed sunbursts-'stars' in dark blue, white and red within a dark blue lattice on a paler blue field (Fig. 15) (Aslanapa 1988, Plate 12) . The same it can be suggested is the meaning conveyed by the field with sunburst designs employed on the so-called, 'Holbein' and Fırat, 1996) Spuhler 2012, 45. As likewise on later Mamluke carpets and those copies thereof, eg. Aslanapa 1988, 141-2, Pl. 113) . As perhaps is likewise the case with the increasing employment of a variety of light reflecting substances, of light reflecting textiles such as bukalemun (Serjeant, 1972, 142) , works of lustre as noted above, and glass-like glazes on ceramics (For further on this see for example, Schnyder, 1994, 165-169) , glass (Abu Hamid al-Ghazāli specifically refers to glass due to its refined translucent nature, "as (being) the first similitude of the imaginal spirit."-that is, within the hierarchy of spirits, after/above the sensory spirit, but before-below the reflective and then the rational spirit, because, " Rumi' s the dancing sun in the sky and a hundred sun and wheels (chark=wheel, sky), of skies filled with suns); as likewise with the pools/basins of mercury and those of water lined with tin, as on light reflecting-absorbing textiles (see above), as all these are materials and designs that served and serve today as a reminder, within this context of the temporal world, of Light, of the Veil of Light and of the consequent worlds of phenomena.
Consequently, it seems that rather than O. Graber's characterisation of geometric ornament as, "an abstraction that seems devoid of cultural specificity. It is only meant to be beautiful." (Graber 1992, 154) , it was perhaps more the case that, as well as meaning to be beautiful, it was also the case that for the sunbursts-rosettes-'stars' within and ordering a shabaka net pattern, a geometric pattern, with at times the geometric pattern itself designed to suggest the letters of script as is noted above (Figs. 13 & 14) , that these designs carried in their initial use from the XI th to the XIV th centuries a religious meaning of some quite considerable significance, which was expressed over the material surface of a range of cultural-religious artefacts. One may see in these designs not only a metaphorical representation of the ayet and shamsa, that is, indications-reminders of the Word and of the Light, but also the articulation of that which is recorded by Abu Hamid al-Ghazāli (1058-1111) in his Miskhāt al-Anwār (The Niche of Lights):
"There are in the world of dominion noble and high luminous substances called "angels." Lights effuse from these angels upon human spirits, and because of these lights these angels may be called "lords" -that is why God is "Lord of the lords" (In reference to the Holy Koran: 'Imran 3:80, "And he commanded you not that ye should take the angels and the prophets for lords. Would he command you to disbelieve after ye had surrendered (to Allah)?" Al Ghazali clearly distinguishes these lights- illuminated angels from being the object of worship). These angels have diverse levels in their luminosity. Hence, it is appropriate for their similitude in the visible world to be the sun, the moon and the stars" (Al Ghazali, 1998, 27 . One may be reminded for example of the roundels, the upper borders of which, when seen from below, form crescent moons, while in the roundels are 8-pointed sunbursts-stars on the portal of the Divriği Külliyesi Şifahâne of 1228-9). "These four lights are ranked in levels such that some are higher and more perfect than others. Each one has a "known station" and a specific degree which it does not overstep" (Al Ghazali, 1998, 14) .
An explicit depiction of this metaphysical understanding of Light is provided by the depiction of the 'Sun' with the 'full-moon face' struck within it, circulated on the coinage of Sultan Giyathsed-Din Keyhusrev II (1236-47) (Fig. 16) , that can be understood as representing through this 'Face' in the moon visible within the Veil of the Sun, the Light of the Almighty's Love, as reflected in the love of Belkis and Suleyman, as of Shirin and Khusrev (Duggan, & Belkis, 2011, particularly 171-2) , and likewise, as earlier (As for example on the lustre tile depicting the face in the sun within an 8-pointed sunburst-star tile from the Palace of Kubadabad by Lake Beyşehir, probably from before 1237, Arik, 2000, Fig. 175 ), (Fig. 17) An example of the related concern, with the properties of light itself, associated with the Aslanapa, 1988, 25, Pl. 11) Caliph as temporal ruler, the Shade-Shadow of the Almighty (In another sense, "The shadow of God is that servant of God who is dead to this world and living through God.", Rumi, 1982, 423) (Fletcher, 1989, 22-23 , citing from al- Maqqari's History of al-Andalus) .
Although the deployment of the above mentioned types of sun, shamsa-'little suns'-stars defining and focussing and centring geometric patterns was a feature of the hijab-the veil of surfacing applied during the XI th to XIII th centuries, as subsequently particularly under the Mamlukes, rather than of the X th c., the attempt to embody this understanding, a consequence of a deep and longstanding Islamic concern with the symbolism of light and its reflections -with the Veil of Light(s), as in the production and import of fine glazed ceramics, the development of luster painted on glass (For examples see, Carboni, 2001, 51-69) Mason, 2004 passim) , and an emphasis upon the light reflecting qualities of materials in the manufacture of physical objects, of course existed in the X th c. as earlier (It is somewhat unfortunate to find that the longstanding Muslim concern with the light and the Veil of Light has recently been most considerably circumscribed, reduced and limited in XIII th c. Seljuk territory to the influence of Suhrawardī Maqtul and the ishrāqı school of illumination. The Fig. 15 . Beyşehir sunburst carpet from (Aslanapa, 1988, 23, Pl. 12) concern with the Veil of Light and its articulation and representation in design begins considerably earlier and therefore cannot be tied either in its inception, nor limited in its spread to this XII th c. somewhat controversial figure, contra the suggestion made by S. Yalman "…his (Shihāb ud-Dīn asSuhrawardī c. 1170-1191) Illuminationist teaching seems to be echoed in the light symbolism that continued to flourish under Anatolian Seljuq sultans such as Kayqubad. " Yalman, 2012, 153 . The use of designs of this nature, of light and of the 'sun' occurred repeatedly in Syria under Sultan Nūr alDīn (r.1147-74) and even earlier in surviving XI th c. manuscript illuminations, before they occur in Rum Seljuk territory and this understanding of the importance of Light and of the Veil of Light was both expressed and given widespread currency through works produced nearly a century earlier than Suhrawardī Maqtul, by both Abu Hamid alGhazāli, Hujjatu 'L-Islam (1058 'L-Islam ( -1111 and his brother Ahmad al-Ghazāli (d. 1126) in works including those cited from above, as also through the repeated use of decoration that can be understood as representing this from the XI th c. onwards in the mode of shabaka geometric designs with sunrosette-star designs. This perspective embraced a far wider prospect and began more than a century earlier, outside of elements of Zoroastrian religious thought, such as, "The Zoroastrian fire, Suhrawardī argues, is the divine light and farwahar as archetype of the human souls which descends upon the human body after it is conceived" Razavi, 1997, 83 , and likewise is distant from Zoroastrian angelology. Suhrawardī's suggested influence contributing to the use of these designs in Anatolia seems to be unsupported, while the contacts with ibn Arabi at state level are documented, and trained Syrian designers-architects such as: Abu Ali ar-Rakka alKattani al Halabi (of Aleppo) who was working in Sinope by 1216, or Muhammed b. Havlân alDımaşkî, all three of whom would have been familiar with examples of this pattern from the buildings of Nūrid Syria seem to have been the more probable continuators of this repertory of designs and to have been influential in its spread in XIII th c. Seljuk territory, rather than the influence of the illuminationist teachings of Suhrawardī Maqtul), in Halm, 2001, 76-79 ; as also Daftary, 2007, 134-136) , and this focus found its initial expression, and one which continues today to serve as a continual reminder of the Veil of Light(s), in the şemse-shamsa-rosettes, sunburst markers of intervals, of gold, of light, together with those other reminders of The Light within the calligraphic text of the pages of the Holy Koran (Fig. 18 ).
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